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About This Content

Hyper aggressive game design brought many enthusiastic fans to this side scrolling shooting game. WELCOME TO SPECIAL
ROUND!

The Tiger Schwert guests from Cave's ketsui, bringing with it the close-quarter combat and chip gathering gameplay of the
original game.

Choose between normal and lock shots and brave the world of DariusBurst DS in ketsui's first appearance on Steam!
Remix tracks courtesy of Yosuke Yasui (Mamorukun Curse!, ESCHATOS, etc)

This DLC will add 1 ship, playable in DLC Mode.
It also gives you access to 3 special stages designed specially for this ship. (Only scores using this ship will be registered in the

special stages.)
It also give you access to the CAVE pack: 10 newly arranged stages including 3 boss fights, as well as CS PACK 3: 10 stages

from CS mode.
Buying any DLC also lets you use all the DARIUSBURST ships from the base game in the DLC Mode stages.
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Title: DARIUSBURST Chronicle Saviours - ketsui
Genre: Action
Developer:
Pyramid, G.rev Ltd., Chara-Ani, CAVE Interactive CO.,LTD.
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8.1/10

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6400

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 Compatible, GeForce 8600GT

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Controller recommended, Monitor over 1280x720 px, refresh rate over 60Hz not supported.

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Just as challenging as i would have expected also is a great time waster and really challenges your awareness to platforms
moving and enemies trying to attack you. 9\/10 glad i bought it :). A puzzle platformer with 175 levels, 8 game modes and a
good soundtrack with an editable playlist. As other reviewers wrote controls are a bit over-sensitive. The game leaves not much
else to desire. Innoquous has clean visuals and many options available you won't find in similar games.
. Great game, a few original features that sets it aside from other Battleroyale games.. I know this game is in the earliest of
accessment but maybe wait until the game has better graphics and UI before buying, this game's animations are pretty bad it
could use a bit of work but this game could work out great if the developers considered better graphics and animations thats all
to say. If you would like a brand new skill based shooter that could potenially become very popular in the future I recommend to
you if not stick to Pubg or another game that is similar.. It's a good game, but really too hard to complete to 100%..
Commander: Conquest of the Americas is a flawed but still interesting game about the age of sail and colonisation.

You start your game as one of the European nations trying to colonise the new world, from the northernmost tip of Canada
down to...The northern part of Brazil. Sorry South America, you're not allowed in here, this game is about the north only.
You are thrust into the role of the colonial governor and have to colonise the new world. To do so, you'll be sending out a fleet
to find a place to settle, and then you will be bringing in new colonists and exporting the products from there to the old world.

In time, you will end up with multiple colonies and you will have to set up trade routes and pirate hunting patrols. You will
mainly be doing this as you sit back and watch your new world empire grow, trying to make a profit and making sure your
advisors are happy so they don't try to get the king to replace you.

The campaign stuff is limited, and somewhat repetitive. The AI nations do not really offer you much of a challenge, and it is
easy enough to take out their new world holdings and fleets. Given a bit of planning and thinking ahead, you can turn a massive
profit and conquer most of the world. You will then be pretty much just waiting for things to happen as your automated routes
take care of everything else.

The game mostly does well in the ship battles, where up to 3 squadrons of 5 ships per side can join battle in a realistic
simulation mode that I have not yet been able to find anywhere else. This is my main reason for saying this game can be a good
recommendation for some. If, like me, you are a fan of more slow, simulation style naval warfare rather than action packed
speedboats with explosive linings and machinegun-cannons then this is a good way to get your fix.
But being entirely fair, I can not really recommend it for other things. The campaign is nice as a way to lend some kind of
importance to the battles, but it does not really do much else. The in-battle AI is capable enough that it won't just roll over for
you, but it is not amazing either, and the detail of the simulation is still far from perfect.

Even though I like this game, and have probably spend way more time on it than I should, I can't really recommend it for anyone
who is not a fan of the time period and simulation battles. It does decently well at the economy and trading parts of the
campaign, but it is repetitive and you will find yourself speeding up time a lot until something interesting happens.. Comleted
this game 3 times back in its day. It was ahead of its time both in graphics and gameplay. Great concept.
It has dated in graphics only. Could have improved controls but the gameplay and concept is still awesome. Would love to see a
Enhanced Edition or better still a Re-make. Stick with it because it gets even better once you advance your characters.. I am
always looking for Great RTS Games and this is one of them.
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NO MORE UPDATES - DO NOT BUY

Yes.
This game is fun.
It is very early in development and has bugs. Alot of bugs.
I would reccomend you get it around a sale because no one plays and theres not much in it yet.
Other than that. Its really fun and only made by two people. (From what I know). great dlc but the telehandler is just not the best
other than that everything is great.. As a kickstart backer i must say that this money hasnt gone waste.
the original musics, good co-op concept and funny story keeps you engaged and smiling.

Only downside is missing the voices of bud and terence, but having that might be asking bit too much :)

defo GOTY material 10/10. Great DLC. Im having a lot of fun with it. Enjoy the variety of the Challenges. very cool puzzle
game, would love to see this on my Kindle. easy rules, complex interactions.. I definitely recommend this game. There has been
no other sailing game that has the magnificence in this. Not even Blood & Gold has the sailing mechanics where you can walk
around on the ship and have a good close 3rd person view of you on the ship along with your crew. I love this game and I am
looking forward to more updates and maybe campaigns such as high elves, dwarfs and vampires.

I am going to build a fleet consisting three high elf ships, three dwarf ships along side three empire ships. Together, we will
show a united front against the forces of Chaos, the Green Skins and the Dark Elves.. The whole USA with friend !
Love it <3
. Another great game by Supergiant games. Excellent music, story and an interesting gameplay style. definitely worth a look if
you havn't played or seen this game before.. its is so worth it it makes stump cutting easy and fun. Neat platformer deffinatly
worth the price, discount unneeded lol. the timer really puts you end edge 10\/10 would say "stfu im comming
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!" again . though i do not know if she is suppose to appear by chance or if it bugs out if you
die and she might not show.
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